
 

 

 Bee BC Program summary  
 
Bee BC is not a BCHPA program but is funded by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
administered by IAF Investment Agriculture Foundation https://iafbc.ca/bee-bc/. 
BCHPA has nothing to do with choosing projects. A list of projects funded is 
included here to give the beekeeping community information of what community-
based projects throughout the province have been supported. Posters and 
summaries of some of the project results were presented at BCHPA's AGM in 
Prince George in 2019 and are available on our web page, 
https://bchoneyproducers.ca/bc-bee-project-posters/ while others have been 
featured in issues of BeesCene    
 
The  projects that have been proposed by BCHPA, funded and completed are: 

1) BCHPA proposed, and a project was funded, to convert the planned 2-day in-
person educational meeting to an online education event (due to COVID-19) in 
2020. The project enabled BCHPA to distribute education material to increase 
beekeeper capacity to manage colonies, allow better colony survival, better crop 
pollination, and more successful practices of beekeeping business. 
A final report for this project was submitted to IAF. 
 

2) Three integrated projects were proposed and approved, to enable BCHPA to 
build a network of apiaries (of cooperating beekeepers) to electronically monitor 
hives throughout BC. The project is completed but ongoing: 18 cooperators 
(many are Regional Reps) with over 30 hives are recording hourly: measuring 
weight, temperatures and humidities inside and outside each hive. The data is 
available in detail to cooperators, and a summary is available to all, at 
www.beecounted.org.  
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Summary	of	Achievements	
The budgeted plan/proposal for this region was to recruit 4 cooperators, purchase 8 sets of monitoring 
equipment, and eventually make available online, data from hives at four apiary sites within the region.  
Among all three projects: 12 cooperators, 24 sets of monitoring equipment, 12 apiary sites.  

Benefiting from some significant efficiencies of bulk purchasing, we were able to buy more monitoring 
units than expected.  The project also attracted more cooperators than expected and some of them 
purchased and contributed extra monitoring equipment to use in the project.   

As a result, we now have a total of 18 cooperators, 44 sets of monitoring equipment, at 21 apiary sites. 
(see the map of apiary sites). On an ongoing basis, detailed data is available online through a secure 
sign-in account. Over 250 hive-months of data were recorded. Basic data is available online to the public 
for each monitored hive (below, see the list with hot links), although the system of the US-based 
company does not accurately display some Canadian postal code locations.  

The cooperators have frequent online discussions observing and interpreting the data from their 
apiaries. Some of these consultations are one to one, copied to other cooperators, but we have also 
held group teleconference and Zoom based discussions among the group.  This dialogue has resulted in 
a valuable exchange of observations within a group of already-competent beekeepers, leading to an 
increase in knowledge of the regions beekeeping potentials, limitations and beneficial management 
practices. Some cooperators have gone well beyond the planned basic monitoring and are using new 
technologies such as infra-red camera assessment, indoor vs outdoor wintering comparisons of a colony 
to bank queens overwinter, and performance of novel wintering configurations such as nucs and 
alternative entrance ventilation options.  

Some bee colonies have not survived the unusually harsh polar outflow winter conditions of 2021, 
although cooperators in some weather extreme conditions have achieved significantly better results 
than regional average winter survival.  (As a specific example, winter survival of colonies monitored by 
the northernmost three cooperators is about 90 %, compared to the 60 to 70 % expected provincial 
average (or forecast 50 % in the current harsh winter).   The monitoring can add significantly to the 
understanding of how such improved beekeeping results can be managed.    

There have been some changes in cooperators and failures of equipment. We have and will continue to 
replace and re-deploy the equipment (with a predicted serviceable life of about 5 years) to willing 
cooperators. We will continue to look for opportunities for more formal academic research uses of the 
data and for opportunities to gather and use related information such as botanical forage sources,  to 
improve understanding of beekeeping success.    



 

 

 

 



 

 

Lessons	Learned	and	Challenges	
Lessons: Involving a group of skilled cooperators in a mutually beneficial project may yield some 
unexpected benefits, as some step forward with unplanned contributions to enhance the experience of 
all. Providing the opportunity to address and solve shared problems initiated some valuable 
understandings beyond what was hoped for. 

Challenges (and responses): Some cooperators found their continued interest and involvement did not 
fit with their activities and discontinued their work in the project.  In response, we were able to re-
deploy the equipment to others. 

Cooperators had a range of capabilities in deploying equipment including significant physical weights, 
smartphone apps with Bluetooth and internet communication links, web-based communication and 
chart interpretation. In response, we maintained frequent email communication and resolved issues 
that arose.  

Electronic equipment outdoors throughout the year can have failures (batteries, circuit boards, etc). We 
worked with the manufacture and supplier to accommodate and resolve the issues.      

Project	Financial	Summary	
 

Project financial summary  SW BC BEE110      

Item description Invoice # Date Vendor name  
Cheque or 
ETF 

 Total Invoice 
amount   Total spent   

Hive monitoring 
equipment 1288 2020-09-30 

Worker and 
Hive cheque 

 $         
4,087.44    $ 4,087.44  

Hive monitoring 
equipment 2814 2020-10-31 

Worker and 
Hive cheque 

 $             
156.11    $ 4,243.55  

Equipment support / 
travel  KC 123 2021-03-20 Kerry Clark cheque 

 $             
756.45    $ 5,000.00  

        
  

 

 


